
Stephen, 
       As we promised here is a testimonial for your website. When we were looking for a sub woofer amplifier we 
looked at the old school Orion, Hifonics and PPI then through some luck in research we came across a website 
about Zed Audios Steve Mantz. I read the biography and was impressed with Mr. Mantz and his 
accomplishments then I realized I have own numerous creations of his. I started looking around the Internet and 
came across many message boards with responses to and from Steve so I spent a few weeks reading 
everything I could find about Zed and Mr. Mantz. I have owned Hifonics series VII and Orion's THE BEAST and 
numerous lesser brands. I used to compete with the Hfonics and Orion systems and always did very well. When 
we were thinking of installing a new system in my wife's Honda Civic we decided on going with old components 
we had laying around but we would have to purchase a new Sub amp. I initially wanted to buy a Orion hcca 275 
or even a Hifonics Zeus or even another Beast. Well we decided to check into The Deuce produced by Zed so I 
called and talked to Mr. Mantz himself and even had several emails return by him to help me decide this was the 
one we wanted. Well I ordered it and we just got it installed the Amp is huge it was much larger than I thought it 
would be. I had read a few people hated the looks of it and some said it was too big. I myself think it looks very 
classy and unique we even love the baby blue lettering. Compared to the other amps I have heard in my 16 
years of car audio enjoyment I have to say this has very controlled sound and the performance per dollar is 
incomparable. The price we paid was far lower than it is worth. I paid 1000 dollars for the beast when I got it 9 
years ago and this amp stomps it in sound for less than half of the price. I am not saying this out powered it but 
the sound is just amazing. I now want to purchase a Draconia to run the higher range components to enjoy the 
refined sound through all of our speakers. I can not shut up about how fantastic this product is or even about the 
experience of the Zed audio corporation. I am definitely a proud and Happy owner of a Real Zed audio Amp. I 
have been and will continue to promote Zed and Mr Mantz as long as They are around. As far as I am concerned 
you will never go wrong with a purchase from Zed audio. Thank you again Mr. Mantz hopefully we will be calling 
you again soon to add to our system Keep up the awesome work it is appreciated. Dane and Jae Job 

 


